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Enhanced Self-Service is the Ultimate in Branch Transformation
 
The industry has been waiting for a simple, affordable, core-connected self-service system for all
sizes of Financial Institutions and it is finally here! Enhanced Self-Service (ESS)Enhanced Self-Service (ESS) is a software-based
solution that allows consumers using ATMs or ITMs access to all accounts and enables 95% of
typical teller transactions at a self-service kiosk. ESS solves multiple issues within the institution



such as hard to fill teller positions, rising teller wages and enables branch transformation/automation
systems that are on par with the national banks.
 
Evolving the Video Teller concept, ESS is the "self-check-out" solution of financial institutions. When
using the technology, the consumer initiates the transaction and is authenticated through card and
PIN or NFC and PIN. Non-card holders can also use ESS by selecting the
"Call a Teller" button which will initiate either a video teller session or a local teller interaction. As
with any self-service kiosk, the key to success is people. To help with adoption, training and
flexibility, users can call a teller at any point during the session to bring in a live teller. ESS
allows Financial Institutions to offer more services and transactions using fewer
tellers while utilizing universal tellersuniversal tellers for high value interactions.

One of the most significant benefits is that ESS can be loaded on existing NCR terminalscan be loaded on existing NCR terminals  with or
without the optional teller integration. Terminals that can be expanded to become ITMs, can take
advantage of remote teller overrides and either local or remote customer service engagements.
 
Contact Shields from more information or to schedule a demo. We are currently looking
for development and early adopter partners for the Summer 2023.

NCR's newest edition to their world-class hardware lineup has been released to the US market and
is quickly becoming certified with network host providers. Recyclers are now more important than
ever to help combat the rapidly rising cost of cash. NCR recyclers have the option to recycler either
4 or 5 denominations and have an additional deposit cassette. With a large privacy screen for
secure transactions and an optional dynamic marketing screen at the top, NCR recyclers give your
terminals a modern feel and can boast your front-page marketing campaigns in real-time.

Available now as ATMs and coming soon as ITMs.

NCR Recycling ATM  Webpage

https://www.ncr.com/banking/atm-self-service/cash-recycling-atms


Activate Enterprise is Coming.... Are You Ready?Activate Enterprise is Coming.... Are You Ready?
 
Shields is your partner in getting you to the newest version of NCR software, Activate Enterprise
(AE). With multiple ways to save you money and to get your new software branded to your logo, you
can now offer expanded functionality such as NFC (tap+PIN), denomination selection with a sleek,
modern interface.
 
Act now for special offersspecial offers from NCR and Shields on a software subscription. 

Visit Shields Website

Coming Soon:Coming Soon:
The region's first...

NCR Live Demo Enhanced Self-Service at the Shields
Showroom

https://shieldsbusinesssolutions.com/


Click here to Schedule a
Demo
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CrossState Website

 

 

https://www.crossstate.org/


Shields is Always Looking for the Best EmployeesShields is Always Looking for the Best Employees
to join our team!to join our team!

We are Hiring for:We are Hiring for:

ATM Technicians
Armored Car Drivers
Armored Security Guards - Act 235 Preferred

Sign On Bonus May Apply!
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